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RECONSTRUCTING GLOBAL FIELDS FROM
DYNAMICS IN THE ABELIANIZED GALOIS GROUP
GUNTHER CORNELISSEN, XIN LI, MATILDE MARCOLLI, AND HARRY SMIT
ABSTRACT. We study a dynamical system induced by the Artin reciprocity map for a global
field. We translate the conjugacy of such dynamical systems into various arithmetical properties
that are equivalent to field isomorphism, relating it to anabelian geometry.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we look at the main constructions of class field theory from the point of view of
topological dynamical systems. IfK is a global field, the finite ideles A˚K,f act on the abelianized
absolute Galois group GabK through multiplication with their image under the reciprocity map.
Hence the group of fractional ideals (finite ideles modulo idelic units pO˚K), and also the monoid
IK of integral ideals, act on a topological monoid XK, defined as the quotient of G
ab
K ˆ pOK by
the subgroup tprecpuq´1, uq|u P pO˚Ku, where pOK is the set of integral adeles (cf. Definition 2.1).
It is the action IK
œ
XK that we study. Our main result says that natural equivalences of such
dynamical systems for different fields (orbit equivalence, topological conjugacy) have a purely
number theoretical meaning, called a “reciprocity isomorphism". Referring to the companion
paper [8], this is equivalent to equality of Dirichlet L-series, and isomorphism of fields. The
main result is Theorem 3.1 below.
We believe our study sheds some new light on the anabelian geometry of global fields, as we
now briefly explain. The anabelian philosophy is, in the words of Grothendieck ([11], footnote
(3)) “a construction which pretends to ignore [. . . ] the algebraic equations which traditionally
serve to describe schemes, [. . . ] to be able to hope to reconstitute a scheme [. . . ] from [. . . ] a
purely topological invariant [. . . ]”. In the zero-dimensional case, the fundamental group plays
no rôle, only the absolute Galois group, and we arrive at the famous result of Neukirch and
Uchida that the existence of an isomorphism of absolute Galois groups of global fields implies
the existence of an isomorphism of those fields (In [22], Neukirch proved this for number fields
that are Galois overQ; in [29], Uchida proved it for general number fields and in [30], he proved
it for function fields, cf. also [24] 12.2, Ikeda [13] and unpublished work of Iwasawa).
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Individually, neither the Dedekind zeta function (i.e., the Dirichlet L-series for the trivial
character), nor the adele ring, nor the abelianized Galois groups of a global field determine that
field uniquely up to isomorphism:
‚ Qp 8?3q and Qp 8
?
3 ¨ 24q have the same zeta function, but non-isomorphic adele rings
([10], [16], [26]);
‚ Qp 8?2 ¨ 9q and Qp 8
?
25 ¨ 9q have isomorphic adele rings ([17]);
‚ Qp?´3q and Qp?´7q have isomorphic abelianized Galois groups ( [1], [25], [18]);
‚ Equality of zeta functions for global function fields is the same as isomorphism of their
adele rings, which is the same as the corresponding curves having isogenous Jacobians
([27], [28]).
The dynamical system IK
œ
XK that we consider (which, after all, is a topological space with
a monoid action) can be considered as some kind of substitute for the absolute Galois group. It
involves the abelianized Galois group and the adeles, but not the absolute Galois group. In this
sense, it is “not anabelian”. Our main result in this paper and [8] says that consideration of this
system cancels out the “defects” of the above individual examples in exactly the right way: it
determines the field up to isomorphism. In the spirit of Kronecker’s programme, one wants to
characterize a number field by structure that is “internal” to it (i.e., not using extensions of the
field): this is the case for the dynamical system, since class field theory realizes Kronecker’s
programme for abelian extensions. On the other hand, anabelian geometry characterizes a num-
ber field by its absolute Galois group, an object whose “internal” understanding remains largely
elusive and belongs to the Langlands programme.
We end this introduction with a brief discussion of related work and open problems. For the
field of rational numbers, the dynamical system IQ
œ
XQ was introduced and studied by Bost
and Connes in [3] (in which N
œ
Zˆ is the action given by multiplication by positive integers
in the profinite integers). The construction for a general field was given by Ha and Paugam in
[12] and clarified in [19] and [20]. All of those references take the point of view of noncom-
mutative geometry (specifically, C˚-algebras and quantum statistical mechanical systems). We
describe the link between the noncommutative point of view and our work by considering alge-
braic crossed product algebras in Section 9. In [31], Prop. 8.2, the space XK was identified with
the so-called Deligne-Ribet monoid from [9].
In [6], two of us have shown that such quantum statistical mechanical systems are isomor-
phic if and only if the corresponding number fields are isomorphic, if the number fields are
Galois overQ (analogue of the original theorem of Neukirch), essentially because their partition
function is the Dedekind zeta function. In [7], the first named author has proven that a global
function field isomorphism is determined by an isomorphism of dynamical systems for such
fields; a result which is reproven here in a more general context.
Following the philosophy of the Langlands programme, one may replace the consideration
of (n-dimensional linear representations of) the absolute Galois group GK by that of (modules
over) a Hecke algebra (for GLn). In [4], it is shown that for n ě 2, an isomorphism of adelic
Hecke algebras for two number fields, that respects the L1-norm, is the same as an isomorphism
of their adele rings. The local case is treated in [14].
We believe the following questions are interesting to pursue. Firstly, is there a ”Hom-form”
of our main theorem, in which field homomorphisms correspond in a precise way to topological
conjugacies of the dynamical systems? Secondly, in the style of Mochizuki’s absolute version
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of anabelian geometry (cf. [21]), one may ask how to reconstruct a number field from its as-
sociated dynamical system (or L-series), rather than the relative result about reconstructing an
isomorphism of fields from an isomorphism of their dynamical systems (or L-series).
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we set notation and introduce the main object of study.
A monoid is a semigroup with identity element. If R is a ring, we let R˚ denote its group of
invertible elements.
Given a global field K, we use the word prime to denote a prime ideal if K is a number field,
and to denote an irreducible effective divisor if K is a global function field. Let PK be the set
of primes of K. If p P PK, let vp be the normalized (additive) valuation corresponding to p, Kp
the local field at p, and Op its ring of integers.
Let AK,f be the finite adele ring of K, pOK its ring of finite integral adeles and A˚K,f the group
of ideles (invertible finite adeles), all with their usual topology. Note that in the function field
case, we do not single out infinite places, so that in that case, AK,f “ AK is the adele ring, pOK is
the ring of integral adeles and A˚K,f “ A˚K is the full group of ideles. If K is a number field, we
denote by OK its ring of integers. If K is a global function field, we denote by q the cardinality
of the residue field.
Let IK be the monoid of non-zero integral ideals/effective divisors of our global field K, so
IK is generated by PK. We extend the valuation to ideals: if m P IK and p P PK, we define
vppmq P Zě0 by requiring m “
ś
pPPK
pvppmq. Let N be the norm function on the monoid IK:
it is the multiplicative function defined on primes p by Nppq :“ #OK{p if K is a number field
and Nppq “ qdegppq if K is a function field. Given two global fields K and L, we call a monoid
homomorphism ϕ : IK Ñ IL norm-preserving if Npϕpmqq “ Npmq for all m P IK.
We have a canonical projection
p¨q : A˚K,f X pOK Ñ IK, pxpqp ÞÑź
p
pvppxpq.
A split for p¨q is by definition a monoid homomorphism sK : IK Ñ A˚K,f X pOK with the
property that p¨q ˝ sK “ idIK , and such that for every prime p, sKppq “ p. . . , 1, pip, 1, . . .q for
some uniformizer pip P Kp with vpppipq “ 1.
Let GabK be the Galois group of a maximal abelian extension of K, as profinite topological
group. There is an Artin reciprocity map A˚K Ñ GabK . In the number field case, we embed A˚K,f
into the group of ideles A˚K via A
˚
K,f Q x ÞÑ p1, xq P A˚K, restrict the Artin reciprocity map
to A˚K,f and call this restriction recK. In the function field case, recK is just the (full) Artin
reciprocity map.
Definition 2.1. We define the topological monoid XK :“ GabK ˆ pO˚
K
pOK as the quotient of GabK ˆpOK by the subgroup !precKpuq´1, uq: u P pO˚K). For α P GabK and η P pOK, we write rα, ηs for
the equivalence class of pα, ηq in XK. Given a split sK, we embed IK as a monoid into XK via
IK Q m ÞÑ rrecKpsKpmqq´1, sKpmqs P XK.
This embedding does not depend on the choice of the split, as this choice is up to units in pOK.
We obtain a dynamical system IK
œ
XK, where m P IK acts on XK via XK Q x ÞÑ m ¨ x P XK.
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Proposition 2.2. The space XK is Hausdorff.
Proof. By combining Proposition 1 of Paragraph 4.1 and Proposition 3 of Paragraph 4.2 of [2],
we obtain that it suffices to prove that pO˚K is compact and that the action pO˚K œ pGabK ˆ pOKq
is continuous. The former is clear: for any p P PK the unit group O˚p is compact, hence the
product pO˚K is compact as well. To prove the latter it is sufficient that the maps pO˚KˆGabK Ñ GabK
and pO˚K ˆ pOK Ñ pOK are continuous.
The map pO˚K ˆ GabK Ñ GabK is given by pu, σq ÞÑ recKpuq´1σ. As the Artin reciprocity map
is continuous and GabK is a topological group, this map is continuous.
The map pO˚K ˆ pOK Ñ pOK is given by pu, aq ÞÑ ua. The topology on pO˚K is finer than the
subspace topology obtained from pOK, which causes the inclusion pO˚K ãÑ pOK to be continu-
ous, which, combined with the fact that pOK is a topological group, proves that pu, aq ÞÑ ua is
continuous.
All the necessary conditions are met: we conclude that XK is Hausdorff. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM
Theorem 3.1. Let K and L be two global fields. The following are equivalent:
(i) IK
œ
XK and IL
œ
XL are orbit equivalent, i.e., there exists a homeomorphism Φ :
XK – XL with ΦpIK ¨ xq “ IL ¨ Φpxq for every x P XK.
(ii) IK
œ
XK and IL
œ
XL are conjugate, i.e., there exists a homeomorphism Φ : XK – XL
and a monoid isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL with Φpm ¨xq “ ϕpmq ¨Φpxq for every m P IK
and x P XK.
(iii) There exists an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ : XK – XL which restricts to a
monoid isomorphism IK – IL.
(iv) There exists a monoid isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL, an isomorphism of topological groups
ψ : GabK – GabL and splits sK : IK Ñ A˚K,f X pOK, sL : IL Ñ A˚L,f X pOL such that
ψprecKpO˚p qq “ recLpO˚ϕppqq for every prime p of K,(1)
ψprecKpsKpmqqq “ recLpsLpϕpmqqq for all m P IK.(2)
Remark 3.2. The main result of [8] (proven in a purely number theoretical way) implies that
the statements in Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to
(iv)fin There exists
‚ a norm-preserving monoid isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL that restricts to a bijection
between the unramified primes of K and L, and
‚ an isomorphism of topological groups ψ : GabK – GabL ,
such that for every finite abelian extension K1 “ pKabqN {K (withN a subgroup in GabK)
and every prime p of K unramified in K1, we have
ψ pFrobpq “ Frobϕppq.
(v) There exists an isomorphism of topological groups ψ : GabK – GabL such that there is an
equality of associated Dirichlet L-series:
Lpχ, sq “ Lp qψpχq, sq for all χ P qGabK , where qψ is given by qψpχq “ χ ˝ ψ´1.
(vi) The fields K and L are isomorphic.
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Remark 3.3. We will see that the statements in the theorem are also equivalent to
(iN) IK
œ
XK and IL
œ
XL are orbit equivalent in a norm-preserving way, i.e., there exists
a homeomorphism Φ : XK – XL with ΦpIK ¨ xq “ IL ¨ Φpxq for every x P XK. In
addition, for every m P IK and x P XK there exists n P IL with Npmq “ Npnq and
Φpm ¨ xq “ n ¨ Φpxq.
(iiN) IK
œ
XK and IL
œ
XL are conjugate in a norm-preserving way, i.e., there exist a
homeomorphism Φ : XK – XL and a norm-preserving monoid isomorphism ϕ : IK –
IK with Φpm ¨ xq “ ϕpmq ¨ Φpxq for all m P IK, x P XK.
(iiiN) There exists an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ : XK – XL which restricts to a
norm-preserving monoid isomorphism IK – IL.
The proof of the theorem proceeds as follows: (i)ñ (ii) is the content of Proposition 5.1, and
(ii)ñ (iii) follows from Lemma 6.1. We get (iii)ñ (iv) by combining Lemma 7.1, Corollary 7.6
and Lemma 7.9. Proposition 8.1 together with Remark 8.2 and Proposition 8.3 show (iv) ñ
(iiiN), and (iiiN)ñ (iiN)ñ (iN)ñ (i) is obvious.
4. IDEALS ARE DENSE
To simplify notation, we drop the index K in this section, i.e., we write X for XK, G
ab for
GabK and so on.
Lemma 4.1. The monoid
 rrecpspmqq´1, spmqs: m P I( is dense in X “ Gab ˆ pO˚ pO .
Proof. For a prime p and a finite abelian extension L{K unramified at p with corresponding
projection map piL : G
ab
։ GalpL{Kq we have piLprecpsppqqq “ Frobp. By Chebotarev’s
Density Theorem ([23], 13.4) for every element σ P GalpL{Kq there are infinitely many primes
p such that Frobp “ σ. Hence, for any subset S Ă P such that PzS is finite, the composition
piL ˝ rec ˝ s : S Ñ GalpL{Kq is surjective, thus recpspSqq is dense in Gab.
As a consequence, we show that the set
Ť
mPI trα, spmqs: α P Gabu is in the closure of the
image of I in X.
Choose α P Gab and m P I arbitrary and enumerate the primes in P by p1, p2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . Set
Pi “ tpi, pi`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ u. Moreover, let H1 Ă H2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ be an increasing chain of quotient groups
of Gab that gives rise to an identification Gab “ limÐÝHi. Denote the corresponding quotient map
Gab ։ Hi by pii. As seen before, piiprecpspPjqqq “ Hj for all j P N. Specifically, for every
i P N we can find ni P Pi with
piiprecpspniqq´1q “ piipα recpspmqqq.
Hence mi :“ mni satisfy lim
iÑ8
recpspmiqq´1 “ α. By construction, lim
iÑ8
spmiq “ spmq. We are
left to show that
Ť
mPI trα, spmqs: α P Gabu is dense inX. Let rα, ηs be an arbitrary element of
X, where η “ pηpqp. Write η “ u ¨ θ, where u P pO˚, θ “ pθpqp P pO such that θp is either 0 or
an integer power of the uniformizer.
Define
mj :“
jź
i“1
p
minpvppθpq,iq
i ,
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where minp8, iq “ i for all i. Then spmjqp converges to θp for all p, hence lim
jÑ8
spmjq “ θ. It
follows that
lim
jÑ8
rα recpuq, spmjqs “ rα recpuq, θs “ rα recpuq, u´1ηs “ rα, ηs.
This concludes the proof. 
5. FROM ORBIT EQUIVALENCE TO CONJUGACY
Let K and L be two global fields.
Proposition 5.1. The following are equivalent:
(a) IK
œ
XK and IL
œ
XL are orbit equivalent.
(b) IK
œ
XK and IL
œ
XL are conjugate.
If, in addition to (a), for every m P IK and x P XK, we can always choose n P IL so that
Npnq “ Npmq and Φpm ¨ xq “ n ¨ Φpxq, then we can also find a norm-preserving monoid
isomorphism in (b).
Proof. It obviously suffices to show “(a)ñ (b)”. First of all, let 1 “ r1, 1s P XK be the unit of
XK. We claim that Φp1q is invertible in the monoid XL. Indeed, since IK “ IK ¨ 1 is dense in
XK, we know that IL ¨Φp1q “ ΦpIK ¨ 1q is dense inXL. Now assume that Φp1q is not invertible
in XL. This means that Φp1q “ rα, ηs, and there exists a prime q of L with vqpηqq ě 1. But
then, every rβ, ξs P IL ¨ Φp1q satisfies vqpξqq ě 1. This contradicts IL ¨ Φp1q “ XL. So Φp1q
must be invertible in XL.
By (a), we know that for every m P IK, there exists n P IL with Φpm ¨ 1q “ n ¨ Φp1q.
Since Φp1q is invertible, n is uniquely determined. In other words, if n1, n2 P IL both satisfy
Φpm ¨ 1q “ n1 ¨ Φp1q and Φpm ¨ 1q “ n2 ¨ Φp1q, then this implies n1 ¨ Φp1q “ n2 ¨ Φp1q and
hence n1 “ n2. Let ϕ : IK Ñ IL be the map with Φpm ¨ 1q “ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1q for every m P IK.
Similarly, let φ : IL Ñ IK be the map uniquely determined by Φ´1pn ¨ Φp1qq “ φpnq for all
n P IL. It is obvious that
φ ˝ ϕ “ idIK and ϕ ˝ φ “ idIL .
So φ “ ϕ´1, and in particular, ϕ is a bijection.
Our first step is to show that for every prime p of K and m P IK, there exists a prime q of L
such that ϕpp ¨ mq “ q ¨ ϕpmq. At this point, it might be that q depends on m, but we will see
later on that this is not the case, i.e., that q “ ϕppq. Looking at
ϕpp ¨mq ¨ Φp1q “ Φpp ¨mq P IL ¨ Φpmq “ IL ¨ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1q,
we conclude ϕpp ¨mq P IL ¨ϕpmq since Φp1q is invertible. So there exists a P IL with ϕpp ¨mq “
a ¨ϕpmq. If a is not prime, then there exist b, c P IL with b ‰ OL, c ‰ OL and a “ b ¨ c. Because
of orbit equivalence, we must have
p ¨m “ Φ´1pϕpp ¨mq ¨ Φp1qq “ Φ´1pa ¨ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1qq “ Φ´1pb ¨ c ¨ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1qq
“ b˜ ¨ Φ´1pc ¨ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1qq “ b˜ ¨ c˜ ¨ Φ´1pϕpmq ¨ Φp1qq “ b˜ ¨ c˜ ¨m
for some b˜, c˜ P IK. Let
x “ Φ´1pc ¨ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1qq and y “ Φpxq “ c ¨ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1q.
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Let y “ rβ, ξs. As b ‰ OL, there exists a prime q of L with vqpbq ě 1. Obviously, vqpξqq ‰ 8,
and we conclude that vqpsLpbqq ¨ ξqq ‰ vqpξqq, hence b ¨ y ‰ y. Therefore, x ‰ b˜ ¨ x, and thus
b˜ ‰ OK. Similarly, c˜ ‰ OK. But then, it is impossible to have p ¨ m “ b˜ ¨ c˜ ¨ m in IK. Hence, a
must be prime. In particular, ϕ induces a bijective map on the set of primes.
Our next step is to show ϕppnq “ ϕppqn for every prime p of K and n P N. By our previous
step, there exist primes q1, . . . , qn of L such that ϕppnq “ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qn. Thus
IL ¨ ϕppnq ¨ Φp1q Ď IL ¨ qi ¨ Φp1q
for every 1 ď i ď n. Applying Φ´1, this implies that IK ¨ pn Ď IKϕ´1pqiq. But the only prime
p˜ of K with IK ¨ pn Ď IK ¨ p˜ is p. We therefore conclude that qi “ ϕppq for all 1 ď i ď n.
Let us now show that for every m P IK, we have vϕppqpϕpmqq “ vppmq. It is clear that
vϕppqpϕpmqq is the unique v P N with the properties
IL ¨ ϕpmq Ď IL ¨ ϕppqv “ IL ¨ ϕppvq and IL ¨ ϕpmq Ę IL ¨ ϕppqv`1 “ IL ¨ ϕppv`1q.
Here we used the previous step. Multiplying the equations with Φp1q and applying Φ´1, these
two properties transform into
IK ¨m Ď IK ¨ pv and IK ¨m Ę IK ¨ pv`1.
Thus v “ vppmq. In particular, this shows that ϕ is a monoid isomorphism.
We can now finish the proof for “(a)ñ (b)”: For every m, n P IK, we have
Φpm ¨ nq “ ϕpm ¨ nq ¨ Φp1q “ ϕpmq ¨ ϕpnq ¨ Φp1q “ ϕpmq ¨ Φpnq.
As IK is dense inXK, we conclude that Φpm ¨ xq “ ϕpmq ¨Φpxq for every m P IK and x P XK.
Let us now assume that, in addition to (a), we can, for every m P IK and x P XK, choose
n P IL so that Npnq “ Npmq and Φpm ¨ xq “ n ¨ Φpxq. Taking x “ 1, we see that Npϕpmqq “
Npmq. 
6. FROM CONJUGACY TO ISOMORPHISM OF TOPOLOGICAL MONOIDS
Lemma 6.1. Assume that IK
œ
XK and IL
œ
XL are conjugate. Then Φp1q is invertible in XL
and Φ˜ : XK Ñ XL, x ÞÑ Φpxq ¨ Φp1q´1 is an isomorphism of topological monoids satisfying
Φ˜pmq “ ϕpmq for every m P IK.
Proof. In the proof of the previous proposition, we have already seen that Φp1q is invertible in
XL. Obviously, Φ˜ defined by Φ˜pxq “ Φpxq ¨ Φp1q´1 is still a homeomorphism. Moreover, for
every m, n P IK , we have
Φ˜pm ¨ nq “ Φpm ¨ nqΦp1q´1
“ ϕpmq ¨ ϕpnq ¨ Φp1q ¨ Φp1q´1
“ pϕpmq ¨ Φp1q ¨ Φp1q´1q ¨ pϕpnq ¨ Φp1q ¨ Φp1q´1q
“ Φ˜pmq ¨ Φ˜pnq.
As IK is dense in XK, we conclude that Φ˜ is a monoid homomorphism. Finally, we have for
every m P IK:
Φ˜pmq “ Φpm ¨ 1q ¨ Φp1q´1 “ ϕpmq ¨ Φp1q ¨ Φp1q´1 “ ϕpmq.

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Remark 6.2. Note that in Lemma 6.1, the monoid isomorphism ϕ stays the same. In particular,
if it was norm-preserving, then we will keep that property.
7. FROM CONJUGACY TO RECIPROCITY ISOMORPHISM
Lemma 7.1. Let Φ be an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ : XK – XL. Then Φ restricts
to an isomorphism of topological groups GabK – GabL .
Proof. This is clear as GabK is the group of invertible elements in XK. 
Notation 7.2. Let us denote the restriction of Φ to GabK again by Φ. For m P IK, let Ppmq “
tp P PK: p|mu. Given S Ď PK, let 1S be the element of pOK with p1Sqp “ 1 if p P S and
p1Sqp “ 0 if p R S. Also, let e be the identity in GabK . We do not distinguish in our notation
between e P GabK and e P GabL since the meaning becomes clear from the context.
Lemma 7.3. Assume that Φ is an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ : XK – XL which
restricts to an isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL. We denote the bijection PK – PL that ϕ induces
also by ϕ. Then, for every S Ď PK, we have Φpre, 1Ssq “ re, 1ϕpSqs.
Proof. Applying Φ to both sides of the equation
re, 1Ss ¨XK “
č
mPIK,PpmqXS“H
m ¨XK,
we obtain
Φpre, 1Ssq ¨XL “
č
mPIK,PpmqXS“H
ϕpmq ¨XL “ re, 1ϕpSqs ¨XL.
It follows that if Φpre, 1Ssq “ rβ, ξs, then ξq “ 0 if q R ϕpSq, and ξq P pO˚q if q P ϕpSq. As
re, 1Ss2 “ re, 1Ss and since Φ is a monoid homomorphism, we must have
Φpre, 1S sq2 “ Φpre, 1Ssq.
Thus there exists u P pO˚L with β2 “ β recLpuq´1 and ξ2 “ uξ. We deduce that β “ recLpuq´1
and ξ “ u ¨ 1ϕpSq. Hence
Φpre, 1Ssq “ rβ, ξs “ rrecLpuq´1, u ¨ 1ϕpSqs “ re, 1ϕpSqs.

Notation 7.4. With the same notation as above, define for S Ď PK the subgroup
NS “ recKp
ź
pPS
O
˚
p q Ď GabK .
We view
ś
pPS O
˚
p as a subgroup of
pO˚K via the embedding v ÞÑ p. . . , 1, v, 1, . . . q.
Lemma 7.5. Let Φ be an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ : XK – XL which restricts to
a isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL. Then ΦpNSq “ NϕpSq.
Proof. Let Sc “ PKzS and write µSc for the monoid homomorphism
µSc : G
ab
K Ñ XK ¨ re, 1Scs, α ÞÑ α ¨ re, 1Sc s.
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Define µϕpSqc in an analogous way. Because of the previous two lemmas, Φ restricts to isomor-
phisms GabK – GabL and XK ¨ re, 1Sc s – XL ¨ re, 1ϕpSqc s such that the diagram
GabK
–Φ

µSc
// XK ¨ re, 1Scs
Φ–

GabL
µϕpSqc
// XL ¨ re, 1ϕpSqc s
commutes. Hence it follows that
ΦppµScq´1pre, 1Sc sqq “ pµϕpSqcq´1pre, 1ϕpSqc sq.
Now rα, 1s P GabK lies in pµScq´1pre, 1Sc sq if and only if rα, 1Sc s “ re, 1Scs if and only if there
exists u P pO˚K with α “ recKpuq´1 and u ¨ 1Sc “ 1Sc . The latter equation means that up “ 1 if
p P Sc, or in other words, u PśpPS O˚p . Thus,
pµScq´1pre, 1Scsq “ NS .
In an entirely analogous way, we see that pµϕpSqcq´1pre, 1ϕpSqc sq “ NϕpSq. 
Corollary 7.6. We have an identification ΦprecKpO˚p qq “ recLpO˚ϕppqq. 
Notation 7.7. For p P PK, let pip P pOK be such that ppipqq “ 1 if q ‰ p and vpppipq “ 1.
Lemma 7.8. Assume that Φ is an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ : XK – XL which
restricts to a isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL. Then for every p P PK there exists an element
piϕppq P pOL with $&
%
ppiϕppqqr “ 1 if r ‰ ϕppq,
vϕppqppiϕppqq “ 1,
Φpre, pipsq “ re, piϕppqs.
Proof. We have
Φptrα, ηs: vppηpq ą 0uq “
 rβ, ξs: vϕppqpξϕppqq ą 0( .
The reason is that for rα, ηs P XK,
vppηpq “ 0ô ηp P O˚p ô rα, ηs ¨ re, 1tpus ¨XK “ re, 1tpus ¨XK.
The latter condition is equivalent to Φprα, ηsq ¨ re, 1tϕppqus ¨XL “ re, 1tϕppqus ¨XL, and this in
turn means that we can write Φprα, ηsq “ rβ, ξs for some ξ P pOL with vϕppqpξϕppqq “ 0. Here
we used Lemma 7.3.
As we obviously have re, pips ¨XK “ trα, ηs: vppηpq ą 0u, we conclude that
Φpre, pipsq ¨XL “
 rβ, ξs: vϕppqpξϕppqq ą 0( .
So we can write Φpre, pipsq “ rβ, ξs for some ξ P pOL with vϕppqpξϕppqq “ 1.
Moreover, we have re, pips ¨ re, 1tpucs “ re, 1tpucs. Hence, by Lemma 7.3, we conclude that
rβ, ξ ¨ 1tϕppqucs “ rβ, ξs ¨ re, 1tϕppqucs “ re, 1tϕppqucs.
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Therefore, there exists u P pO˚L with β “ recLpuq´1 and ξ ¨ 1tϕppquc “ u ¨ 1tϕppquc . The latter
equation implies that ξr “ ur P pO˚r if r ‰ ϕppq. As we have shown above that vϕppqpξϕppqq “ 1,
we conclude that piϕppq “ u´1ξ satisfies ppiϕppqqr “ 1 if r ‰ ϕppq and vϕppqppiϕppqq “ 1. Also,
Φpre, pipsq “ rβ, ξs “ rrecLpuq´1, upiϕppqs “ re, piϕppqs,
as desired. 
Lemma 7.9. Assume that Φ is an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ : XK – XL which
restricts to a isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL. Given p P PK, let pip be defined as above, and choose
piϕppq P pOL as in Lemma 7.8. Then ΦprecKppipqq “ recLppiϕppqq.
Proof. We know that Φ sends p P XK to ϕppq P XL. At the same time,
p “ rrecKppipq´1, pips “ rrecKppipq´1, 1s ¨ re, pips.
Let β P GabL satisfy ΦprrecKppipq´1, 1sq “ rβ, 1s. Then, by Lemma 7.8, Φppq “ rβ, piϕppqs.
Hence ϕppq “ rrecLppiϕppqq´1, piϕppqs is equal to rβ, piϕppqs. Therefore, there exists u P pO˚L with
recLppiϕppqq´1 “ βrecLpuq´1 and piϕppq “ upiϕppq. But the latter equality implies u “ 1. Hence
β “ recLppiϕppqq´1. We conclude that
ΦprecKppipq´1q “ ΦprrecKppipq´1, 1sq “ rβ, 1s “ rrecLppiϕppqq´1, 1s “ recLppiϕppqq´1,
and thus ΦprecKppipqq “ recLppiϕppqq. 
8. FROM RECIPROCITY ISOMORPHISM TO ISOMORPHISM OF TOPOLOGICAL MONOIDS
In this section, we start by assuming condition (iv) from the main theorem 3.1.
Proposition 8.1. Assume (iv). Then there exists an isomorphism of topological monoids Φ :
XK – XL which restricts to the monoid isomorphism ϕ : IK – IL.
Proof. For m P IK, define the embedding
ιm : G
ab
K Ñ XK, α ÞÑ rα, sKpmqs.
For m1 ‰ m2, it is obvious that ιm1 and ιm2 have disjoint images. Define Φ on ιmpGabKq by
Φprα, sKpmqsq :“ rψpαq, sLpϕpmqqs.
Let us show thatΦ has a unique continuous extension toXK. Uniqueness is clear as
Ť
mPIK
ιmpGabKq
is dense inXK (see § 4.1).
For rα, ηs P XK, let pαiqi and pmiqi be sequences in GabK and IK, respectively, such that
lim
iÑ8
rαi, sKpmiqs “ rα, ηs. Given p P PK, either ηp “ 0, in which case
lim
iÑ8
vppmiq “ lim
iÑ8
vppsKpmiqpq “ 8,
or ηp ‰ 0, which implies that vppmiq “ vppsKpmiqpq “ vppηpq for sufficiently large i. The latter
equality means that sKpmiqp “ sKppvppηpqqp for sufficiently large i, or in other words, sKpmiqp
is eventually constant. Therefore, if we define η1 P pOK by setting
η1p “
"
0 if ηp “ 0;
sKppvppηpqqp if ηp ‰ 0,
then lim
iÑ8
sKpmiq “ η1. Thus, for q P PL,
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‚ either ηϕ´1pqq “ 0, in which case lim
iÑ8
vqpsLpϕpmiqqqq “ 8,
‚ or ηϕ´1pqq ‰ 0, in which case vqpsLpϕpmiqqqq is eventually constant, namely equal to
vϕ´1pqqpηϕ´1pqqq.
Therefore, defining ξ P pOL by setting
ξq “
"
0, if ηϕ´1pqq “ 0,
sLpqλqq with λ :“ vϕ´1pqqpηϕ´1pqqq, if ηϕ´1pqq ‰ 0,
we see that lim
iÑ8
sLpϕpmiqq “ ξ.
Set S :“ tp P PK : ηp “ 0u and define v “ pvpqp P
ś
pPSc O
˚
p by the equation η
1
p “ vp ¨ ηp
for p P Sc.
Let N be the subgroup N :“ recKp
ś
pPS O
˚
p q of GabK . Let us show that pαiqi converges in
GabK{N . Let pαikqk be a convergent subsequence of pαiqi with lim
kÑ8
αik “ α1. Then
lim
kÑ8
rαik , sKpmikqs “ rα1, η1s “ rα, ηs.
So there exists u P pO˚K with α1 “ α ¨ recKpuq´1 and η1 “ uη. The latter equation implies
up “ vp for all p P Sc, and thus α1 “ α ¨ recKpvq´1 in GabK{N . As our convergent subsequence
pαikqk was arbitrary, we indeed have
lim
iÑ8
αi “ α ¨ recKpvq´1 in GabK{N.
Hence
lim
iÑ8
ψpαiq “ ψpαq ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q in GabL {ψpNq.
Thus
lim
iÑ8
rψpαiq, sLpϕpmiqqs “ rψpαq ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q, ξs.
Namely, if pψpαik qqk is a convergent subsequence of pψpαiqqi, then
lim
kÑ8
ψpαikq “ ψpαq ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q ¨ recLpuq in GabL ,
for some u PśqPϕpSq O˚q , by (1). So
lim
iÑ8
rψpαiq, sLpϕpmiqqs “ rψpαq ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q ¨ recLpuq, ξs
“ rψpαq ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q, uξs
“ rψpαq ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q, ξs.
This shows that Φ extends continuously to a map GabK Ñ XK, again denoted by Φ.
Let us show that Φ is continuous. Suppose that lim
iÑ8
rαi, ηis “ rα, ηs in XK. Define η1, ξ and
v for η as before, and define η1i, ξi and vi for ηi. We then have
Φprαi, ηisq “ rψpαiq ¨ ψprecKpviq´1q, ξis.
We want to show that
lim
iÑ8
rψpαiq ¨ ψprecKpviq´1q, ξis “ Φprα, ηsq.
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It is clear that lim
iÑ8
η1i “ η1, and also lim
iÑ8
ξi “ ξ. Passing to convergent subsequences if neces-
sary, we may assume that
lim
iÑ8
ηi “ η˜; lim
iÑ8
vi “ v and lim
iÑ8
αi “ α˜.
Obviously, there exists u P pO˚K with η˜ “ uη. Therefore,
η1 “ lim
iÑ8
η1i “ lim
iÑ8
viηi “ vuη.
As we have seen before, we must have
Φprα, ηsq “ rψpαq ¨ ψprecKpvuq´1q, ξs.
Now let S :“ tp P PK: ηp “ 0u , and let N “ recKp
ś
pPSc O
˚
p q. Obviously, u is uniquely
determined modulo
ś
pPSc O
˚
p . In addition, we have
rα, ηs “ lim
iÑ8
rαi, ηis “ rα˜, η˜s.
Thus, since η˜ “ uη, we must have α˜ “ α ¨ recKpuq´1 in GabK{N . Putting all this together, we
obtain
lim
iÑ8
rψpαiq ¨ ψprecKpviq´1q, ξis “ rψpα˜q ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q, ξs
“ rψpαq ¨ ψprecKpuq´1q ¨ ψprecKpvq´1q, ξs
“ Φprα, ηsq.
This shows that Φ is continuous.
The same construction as for Φ gives rise to a continous map Ψ : XL Ñ XK uniquely
determined by
Ψprβ, sLpnqsq “ rψ´1pβq, sKpϕ´1pnqqs
for all β P GabL and n P IL. Obviously,
Φ ˝Ψ “ idXL and Ψ ˝ Φ “ idXK .
Also, it is clear that Φ and Ψ are monoid homomorphisms. Finally, for every m P IK, we have,
because of (2):
Φpmq “ ΦprrecKpsKpmqq´1, sKpmqs “ rψprecKpsKpmq´1qq, sLpϕpmqqs
“ rrecLpsLpϕpmqqq´1, sLpϕpmqqs “ ϕpmq.

Remark 8.2. Note that in Proposition 8.1, the monoid isomorphism ϕ in (iv) and the conclusion
is the same. In particular, if it was norm-preserving, then we will keep that property.
Proposition 8.3 ([8], 4.1). Assume (iv). Then Nppq “ Npϕppqq for all p P PK. 
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9. ALGEBRAIC CROSSED PRODUCTS AND ORBIT EQUIVALENCE
In this section, we study the relationship between the notions of equivalence used for the
dynamical systems in Theorem 3.1 and isomorphisms of the corresponding algebraic crossed
product algebras. We will prove our result in a more general context and then formulate the
conclusion for our specific system. After that, we discuss the relation to quantum statistical
mechanical systems such as the Bost-Connes system.
Let P
αœ
X be an action (from the left) of a monoid P on a locally compact Hausdorff space
X. This defines a dynamical system pX,P, αq. Two such dynamical systems pXi, Pi, αiq (i “
1, 2) are called orbit equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism Φ : X1 Ñ X2 with the
property that for every x, y P X1, x P P1 ¨ y ô Φpxq P P2 ¨ Φpyq. Here we write P1 ¨ y for
tαppyq: p P P1u.
Assume that α has the property that α˚ppfq :“ f ˝ αp for f P C0pXq defines a right action
(called α˚) of P on C0pXq by endomorphisms of C*-algebras. (This is for example the case
if all the αp are proper.) From now on, all our dynamical systems are assumed to have this
property. We form the algebraic crossed product C0pXq ¸algα˚ P of pX,P, αq, as follows: As a
complex vector space,
C0pXq ¸algα˚ P –
à
pPP
C0pXq.
A typical element of C0pXq¸algα˚ P is of the form
ř
p pfp. Here the sum is finite, and pfp stands
for the vector in
À
pPP C0pXq whose p-th coordinate is fp P C0pXq and whose remaining
coordinates are zero. To define a structure of a complex algebra on C0pXq ¸algα˚ P , we define
p
ÿ
p
pfpqp
ÿ
q
qgqq :“
ÿ
p,q
ppqqpα˚q pfpqgqq.
In other words, we impose the commutation relation fp “ pα˚ppfq for p P P and f P C0pXq.
Obviously, C0pXq embeds into C0pXq ¸algα˚ P as a subalgebra via
C0pXq Q f ÞÑ eP f P C0pXq ¸algα˚ P,
where eP is the identity element of P .
The vanishing ideal Ix corresponding to x P X is the ideal Ix “ tf P C0pXq: fpxq “ 0u in
C0pXq.
Lemma 9.1. Let pX,P, αq be a system as above. For x and y inX, we have
x “ αppyq if and only if α˚ppIxq Ď Iy.
Proof. “ñ”: If x “ αppyq, then every f P Ix satisfies α˚ppfqpyq “ fpαppyqq “ fpxq “ 0, and
hence α˚ppfq P Iy .
“ð”: To show that x “ αppyq, it suffices to show that every f P Ix satisfies fpαppyqq “
0. But for arbitrary f P Ix, α˚ppIxq Ď Iy implies that α˚ppfq P Iy, so we get fpαppyqq “
α˚ppfqpyq “ 0. 
Given a subspace V of C0pXq ¸algα˚ P and p P P , let Vp :“ tf P C0pXq: pf P V u.
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Proposition 9.2. Let pX,P, αq be a system as above, and let A “ C0pXq ¸algα˚ P . For x, y in
X and p P P , we have
x “ αppyq if and only if pspanpIxA`AIyqqp ‰ C0pXq.
Proof. A straightforward computation shows
pspanpIxA`AIyqqp “ spanpα˚ppIxqC0pXqq ` Iy.
Since Iy is a maximal (algebraic) ideal of C0pXq, it follows that
pspanpIxA`AIyqqp ‰ C0pXq ðñ spanpα˚ppIxqC0pXqq Ď Iy ðñ α˚ppIxq Ď Iy.
By the previous lemma, the latter is equivalent to x “ αppyq. 
Corollary 9.3. Let pXi, Pi, αiq (i “ 1, 2) be two systems as above. If there exists an isomor-
phism of complex algebras C0pX1q ¸algα˚
1
P1 – C0pX2q ¸algα˚
2
P2 which identifies the subalgebra
C0pX1q with C0pX2q, then pX1, P1, α1q and pX2, P2, α2q are orbit equivalent. 
For a global field K, let CpXKq ¸alg IK be the algebraic crossed product corresponding to
IK
œ
XK.
Corollary 9.4. The statements in Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to:
(˚) There exists an isomorphism of C-algebras CpXKq ¸alg IK –ÝÑ CpXLq ¸alg IL which
restricts to an isomorphism CpXKq –ÝÑ CpXLq.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 9.3 that (˚) implies Theorem 3.1 (i). Conversely, Theorem 3.1 (ii)
clearly implies (˚). 
Remark 9.5. The (reduced) C˚-algebraic crossed product algebra AK :“ CpXKq ¸ IK has a
continuous one-parameter group of automorphism
σK : RÑ Aut pAKq : t ÞÑ σK,t
given by extending to the entire algebra the map
σK,tpfq “ f for f P CpXKq and σK,tppq “ Nppqit for all p P PK.
In this way, the pair pAK, σKq becomes a quantum statistical mechanical system in the sense
of the first section of [3]. For K “ Q, this is the famous Bost-Connes system. For general
number fields, it was introduced and studied in [12] and [19], and for function fields, in [20]. In
[6], the first and last author proved that if two number fields K and L have isomorphic quantum
statistical mechanical systems (in the obvious sense of isomorphism), then the number fields are
arithmetically equivalent, i.e., they have the same Dedekind zeta function; essentially because
this is their partition function. By the theory of Gaßmann ([15]), this implies in particular
that two such number fields that are Galois over Q are isomorphic (without the need for any
assumption on a subalgebra or of restricting to an algebraic crossed product, but making use
of intertwining of the time evolution). It would be interesting to know in general whether an
isomorphism of such systems pAK, σKq – pAL, σLq is the same as isomorphism of number
fields K – L.
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